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Objective: To review the literature investigating head size and examine head growth in relation to neurodevelopmental outcomes and neuroimaging data in the very preterm infant.

Methods: Systematic literature review of studies published in the following databases: PubMed/Medline, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL), Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health (CINAHL), and Excerpta Medica dataBASE (EMBASE). Studies in the English language published between January 2005 and August 2013 were examined. Subjects were infants born at \( \leq 32 \) weeks of gestation. Main outcome measures included head growth, neurodevelopmental outcomes, and correlation between head size and neuroimaging.

Results: Thirty-four articles comprising 9,394 infants met inclusion/exclusion criteria. Of these, 31 studies (6,592 subjects) report head growth data measured at two or more time points. Neurodevelopmental outcome at \( \geq 2 \) years was reported by eleven studies (3,817 subjects). Nine studies (2,363 subjects) included neuroimaging data. Catch-up head growth was found to occur in the first year after birth. Poor nutrition was linked with poorer head growth. Small head size was associated with poor psychomotor and mental skills, higher rates of cerebral palsy, and autism. However, suboptimal head size at birth was not predictive of poor outcome, unless it persisted. Head size appears to correlate with brain volume at term. Associations between white matter abnormalities have been found by ultrasonography. In contrast, in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies, gray matter seems to be the most susceptible to impairments during postnatal growth.

Conclusion: Head growth in early neonatal life is of importance. Avoiding growth impairment during neonatal care may allow for optimal cortical development. Many factors impact upon early head growth, particularly appropriate nutrition. There is no clear correlation between neuroimaging and head growth and this is an area deserving future research.
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Introduction
Preterm birth is associated with high rates of neonatal mortality and long-term morbidity. Significant advances over the past 2 decades have led to a dramatic increase in survival rates among extremely premature infants.\(^1\) As survival of these neonates is assured, there is a shift of attention toward their growth and development. Motor outcomes have improved, yet mental outcomes remain unchanged.\(^2\)

Multiple reports have described associations between head size and neurodevelopmental outcome.\(^3\) Occipitofrontal circumference (OFC) is believed to reflect intracranial volume\(^4\) and correlate with actual brain size.\(^5\) Therefore, head growth is
often seen as a proxy for brain growth and neurodevelopment. Suboptimal head growth and microcephaly at its extreme are common among preterm infants and longitudinal monitoring of this condition is important as it may predict neurological outcomes. Clinicians strive to promote growth, and where this has failed, strive to accelerate catch-up growth. In neonatology, the association between poor growth and neurodevelopmental outcome adds particular impetus to this practice.

The aim of this review was to evaluate three specific aspects of head size in very preterm infants: 1) head growth and factors affecting this 2) relationship between head size and neurodevelopmental outcomes; and 3) correlation between head size and neuroimaging.

Methods
A systematic review was undertaken by means of electronic searches of literature indexed in the following databases: PubMed/Medline, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL), Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health (CINAHL), and Excerpta Medica database (EMBASE). The search was conducted using all combinations of the keywords (“preterm”), (“neonate” OR “infant” OR “baby”), (“head”), (“circumference” OR “size” OR “OFC” OR “occipitofrontal circumference”), and (“outcomes” OR “results” OR “growth” OR “development”). References and bibliographies from retrieved articles were also examined, but unpublished studies were not sourced. The search for papers to be included in the current study concluded in late August 2013. Exclusion criteria were non-English language papers, studies published prior to January 2005, and papers in which subjects were not specified to be ≤32 weeks completed gestation. There were no restrictions based on methods of data collection or study design. A total of 34 articles met inclusion/exclusion criteria (Figure 1).

Results
Of these 34 papers (9,394 subjects), 31 studies (6,592 subjects) evaluated head growth using at least two time points,6–36 with retrospective or prospective head growth being part of the primary outcome in nine studies.7,8,18,19,21–23,27,33 Neurodevelopmental outcome at ≥2 years was reported in eleven studies (3,817 subjects).7,9,10,12,14,18,19,21,27,28,36 Nine studies (2,363 subjects) included neuroimaging data, four of which report magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data.7,30,32,35

Infants born at ≤28 weeks gestation were examined in 12 studies, while 22 studies focused on infants of ≥28 weeks completed gestation (Table S1).

Head growth
Head growth after birth was poor, with the median standard deviation (SD) score for OFC decreasing from birth to discharge and further decreasing at follow-up.13,14,27 In a study of 488 children born at <32 weeks gestation, 57.8% were categorized as having suboptimal OFC (>1 SD below mean)
at the 2-year follow-up. Reported rates of microcephaly (>2 SD below mean) ranged from 9.2% to 11.5% at birth and from 9.4% to 29.7% at 2 years.

OFC “catch-up” growth, ie, achieving constitutional growth after a reduction in growth rate associated with illness and malnutrition, is generally poor. However, a tendency for catch-up growth shortly before 40 weeks corrected gestational age has been noted. In addition, a single study has reported 71% of children born with congenital microcephaly were no longer considered to be microcephalic at 24 months. Neubauer et al observed maximal OFC catch-up growth between discharge and 3 months. In keeping with studies evaluating early growth, Kytnarova et al reported that OFC catch-up growth decreases after the second year of life. In contrast to the above findings of poor extrauterine growth, Herrmann found that the OFC values remained >10th percentile for intrauterine growth for all infants in their cohort, except those <24 weeks gestational age. Multiple studies have reported significantly poorer OFC catch-up growth at lower gestational ages (Table S1). The mean OFC at 6 years was found to increase by 0.21 SD for each gestational week. Birth weight for gestational age has a significant independent additional effect on head size. However, even at low gestational ages, significant brain-sparing effects of growth restriction were seen, ie, lower incidences of OFC growth restriction when compared to restrictions of height and weight.

Factors other than gestational age were found to play a role in head growth in very preterm infants. Most studies found that sex but not ethnicity influences head size, with boys having a larger head size. However, Leviton et al found an association between microcephaly and children born to black or Hispanic mothers. Other factors found to influence head growth were severity of illness in the first hours after birth, duration of mechanical ventilation, pain scores, and nutrition. Although it is difficult to control for all medical confounders, previous studies showed an independent effect of postnatal steroids, both hydrocortisone and dexamethasone. Postnatal steroid exposure was shown to significantly increase the risk of microcephaly from 7.5% to 14% at term and from 29.7% to 38% at 2 years of age.

The importance of growth factors was highlighted by the effects of insulin-like growth factor-1 gene defects on cranial growth. Löffqvist et al illustrated that mean serum insulin-like growth factor-1 levels correlate with head growth and that a decline in postnatal head growth preceded the occurrence of proliferative retinopathy of prematurity.

Leviton et al identified a number of antenatal phenomena (eg, low-virulence organisms in placenta, tobacco exposure) and correlates of social class which influenced postnatal head growth. Of interest, preeclampsia/fetal indications to deliver preterm were associated with a greater risk of microcephaly compared to spontaneous onset of preterm labor.

A number of studies linked poor head growth with poor caloric intake. Zachariassen et al found that fortification failed to significantly affect growth at 12 months of age. Significantly better head growth was reported from birth to 4 months in girls who were breastfed in combination with fortified expressed breast milk. Miller et al, in a randomized controlled trial of higher protein or control fortifier, found no significant differences in head growth. In their study, children were only followed up to discharge or corrected term age and OFC was not a primary outcome. In contrast to this, Biasini et al described higher Griffiths Mental Developmental Scales scores and an OFC growth advantage at 3 months and 9 months in infants of 23–30 weeks randomized to receive extra protein. In keeping with this finding, Maas et al reported an association between better postnatal head growth, high parenteral protein intake, and more rapid advancement of feeds in the first days of life; however, they failed to show a benefit at 3 weeks of life.

Herrmann reported favorable head growth (81% of babies having OFC >10th intrauterine percentile by term age) in babies in receipt of >50 kcal/kg/day of parenteral nutrition. Breast milk may also be advantageous. Cockerill associated accelerated postnatal head growth with breast milk despite poorer weight gain.

Neurodevelopmental outcomes

Suboptimal head size at birth did not predict outcome at any age in some studies. Likewise, congenital microcephaly may not be a risk factor for impairment unless it persists into the second year of life. In contrast, at 2 years and 8 years of age, OFC was reported to be strongly related to cognitive, academic, and motor outcomes. OFC catch-up growth between birth and 2 years of age was associated with a favorable neurodevelopmental profile at the age of 8 years; however, catch-up growth thereafter appeared to have minimal impact. Neubauer et al found 3 months corrected gestational age to be the time period at which head size was most strongly associated with psychomotor and mental outcomes. In keeping with these findings, Franz et al found that failure of in-hospital head growth was associated with adverse motor outcome at 5.4 years. Subnormal head size at 24 months, regardless of birth OFC, is associated with positive Modified
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Checklist for Autism in Toddlers (M-CHAT) screens at 2 years. Similarly, persistence of microcephaly at 3 years was associated with cerebral palsy and learning impairment at rates approximately three times greater than among children who never had microcephaly. Multiple tools were used to assess neurodevelopmental outcome at follow-up, and these are outlined in Tables S1 and S2.

Degree of head growth restriction is also of importance. Assessment scores on Bayley Scales of Infant Development at 24 months were significantly lower in infants with microcephaly (−2 SD) than in those with a small head (−1 SD). The key period of head growth that influences future neurodevelopment appears to be late pregnancy/early neonatal life. Microcephaly and the presence of abnormal imaging may confer an increased risk of developmental difficulties. Kuban et al demonstrated that white matter lesions combined with microcephaly places a patient at an 18-fold increased risk of cerebral palsy and an almost fourfold increased risk of poor psychomotor and mental processing scores.

**Neuroimaging**

Four studies included MRI data. In the study by Biasini et al, although 49 babies had MRI of the brain, only one baby had clearly pathological findings and therefore no data relating to head size and imaging is presented herein. In the study by Tan et al, significant numbers were lost to follow-up, with only 46% of infants enrolled having MRI. Therefore, data correlating MRI findings with head size are limited. However, the two remaining MRI studies did confirm a strong correlation between head size and brain tissue volume. Decreased brain volume at term in microcephalic babies appeared to be related to deep nuclear gray matter volume. Supporting this finding, Vinall et al found the gray matter to be most susceptible to impairments during postnatal growth. Five studies included cranial ultrasonography findings; however, ultrasonography data were correlated with OFC parameters in only three of these studies. In contrast to the MRI findings in the study of Cheong et al, wherein no significant differences in OFC were found between infants with different grades of white matter abnormalities, small head size was associated with significant white matter abnormalities on cranial ultrasonography in several studies.

**Discussion**

This review was undertaken to evaluate literature investigating head size in the very preterm infant. Although many questions remain unanswered, suboptimal head size and/or growth which persists is clearly of importance. Most catch-up growth occurs in the first few months after birth, a time period spent in the neonatal intensive care unit for many of these infants. MRI studies associate small head size with reduced gray matter volume, whereas ultrasonography studies associate reduced head size with white matter injury. Whether or not head size can be influenced by dietary or environmental control or manipulation is unclear, as is the exact correlation between head size and brain volume.

Study standard was highly variable. The major strengths and weaknesses of each study are outlined in Tables S1 and S2. All but one study included herein defined their population by gestational age rather than birth weight. Cheong et al recruited infants with a birth weight of <1,250 g or <30 weeks’ gestation; however, the mean gestational age of subjects in that study was 27.4 weeks, with SD of 1.9 weeks, and therefore it is unlikely to have included many infants of >32 weeks. Eight studies accounted for size differences between different ethnic and racial groups, while social factors were considered in 15 studies. WHO standards suggest one set of growth curves is appropriate for children throughout the globe; however, this may underestimate the rate of microcephaly and overestimate the rate of large head size in Western European countries. Many studies did not comment on the growth reference charts utilized, and the diversity of growth references chosen is illustrated in Tables S1 and S2. No study commented on parental OFC. The majority of studies did not comment on the respective methods of OFC measurement. Potential inaccuracy and issues with repeatability may negatively affect results, particularly in cases in which OFC growth was not a primary end point. In addition, studies were limited by the number and timing of head measurements. Birth head circumference and head size at 24 months were well documented. Data outlining interim OFC measurements were not available and therefore it is not possible to comment on peak time of head growth. Almost 50% of included studies omitted the range of gestational age and include only the upper gestational age in their work; this is reflected in Tables S1 and S2.

Eighteen of the 34 studies included were multicentered in nature, improving the generalizability of results. More than half of the 34 papers meeting inclusion criteria were prospective observational studies, and were therefore subject to a number of confounding factors. Only five studies were randomized controlled trials. Four studies used the Extremely Low Gestational Age Newborn (ELGAN) cohort. Tan et al used the
same group of infants for their two papers. Thirteen studies examined infants born at \( \leq 28 \) weeks gestation (Table S1), while 23 studies focused on those of \( >28 \) weeks completed gestation (Table S2). The studies focusing only on those of \( \leq 28 \) weeks gestation were more likely to be multi-centered in nature, presumably due to difficulties recruiting large cohorts at this gestation.

The importance of head growth in the early neonatal period is clear, with microcephaly at birth being less significant compared with a small OFC beyond the neonatal period.\(^7,13,20,27\) Avoiding growth impairment during neonatal care may allow for optimal cortical development and ultimately provide an opportunity to decrease the rates of neurological disabilities related to preterm birth. However, studies focusing on the relationship between nutrition and head size are limited by small sample size. Three\(^{16,26,35}\) of these studies studied samples of \( <100 \) subjects. Six studies\(^{15,24,26,31,34,35}\) used control/comparison groups to investigate a nutritional intervention. Only two of these studies\(^{5,35}\) found statistical significance in their general or primary end points. More aggressive/high-protein feeding regimes were well tolerated in the short term\(^{24,31,35}\) but enhanced nutritional input may negatively affect later cardiovascular and metabolic risk.\(^{15,35,43}\) These risks need to be balanced against the need for reasonable postnatal growth, particularly head growth. There is no gold standard nutritional regimen for very preterm infants and the “optimal” growth of very preterm infants is not yet known. Whether additional nutritional efforts will not only prevent growth failure but also improve neurodevelopment remains uncertain.

There are currently no imaging correlates for the spectrum of neurocognitive impairments seen in preterm infants. A neuroimaging study\(^{44}\) has shown structural differences in the brain between growth-restricted premature infants and term controls, with reductions in both white and gray matter volumes. In another study,\(^{44}\) microcephaly was associated with a reduction in the volumes of all brain tissue types; however, the deep nuclear gray matter appeared to be especially vulnerable. In keeping with this, Cheong et al\(^7\) showed that smaller head size is associated with reduced deep nuclear gray matter volumes. In contrast, associations between white, rather than gray, matter abnormalities have been found on ultrasonography.\(^{9,19,28}\) This likely represents the limitations of ultrasonography in the determination of gray matter injury. Associations between microcephaly and poorer cognitive outcomes would be in keeping with abnormal gray matter development. Although Cheong et al\(^7\) demonstrated a clear correlation among head measurement, brain volume on MRI, and later developmental outcomes, further MRI research is needed to fully outline the relationship between head size and brain volumes in this population.

The population evaluated in this review is a heterogeneous group with significant differences existing between a 32-week infant and a 24-week infant. Given the degree of heterogeneity among studies, a meta-analysis was not possible. Another limiting factor was the exclusion of non-English language studies. This review excluded papers published prior to January 2005. Due to changes in neonatal intensive care practices, papers published prior to 2005 are more likely to include cohorts that may not be comparable to infants treated in the current medical era. However, it is acknowledged that a small number of studies\(^{8,9,12,13,18,20}\) reporting long-term follow-up included infants born a number of years before 2005. Most notably, Euser et al\(^11\) recruited his cohort of infants in the mid-1980s and followed them to the age of 19 years.

Suboptimal head size at birth is not predictive of poor neurodevelopmental outcome at any age, unless it persists. Small head size outside of the neonatal period is associated with poor psychomotor and mental skills at all gestational ages studied. The risk of poor developmental outcome is increased in microcephaly associated with abnormal neuroimaging and/or growth restriction. Inadequate nutrition in the early neonatal period is linked with poorer head growth, as are other factors such as steroid use, certain antenatal phenomena, and pain scores. While there appears to be a correlation among head measurement, deep nuclear gray matter volume on MRI, and later developmental outcomes, further research is needed to fully outline the relationship between head size and brain volumes. There is a need for focused, high-quality, prospective cohort studies to fully understand how to optimize head growth and subsequent neurodevelopmental outcomes in this vulnerable population.
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**Table S1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Number of Subjects</th>
<th>Gestation</th>
<th>Inclusion/Exclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wilson-Costello et al</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>22-25 weeks</td>
<td>Inclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euser et al</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>26-28 weeks</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table S2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Number of Subjects</th>
<th>Gestation</th>
<th>Inclusion/Exclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Euser et al</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>26-28 weeks</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson-Costello et al</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>22-25 weeks</td>
<td>Inclusion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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